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Adelaide University

A new university for the future

                
            

        

    


    




   
    
        
            
                

   
    
        
            
                Here you can find the latest information about the new Adelaide University. We will provide regular updates as we move through the transition period (2023-25), with creation of the institution subject to legal and regulatory approvals.

                
            

        

    


    




                
            

        

    


    




   
    
        
            
                Overview

Adelaide University will drive the innovation and scale needed to make transformational investments for South Australia and beyond. We are building a future-focused university that combines the strengths of the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide to deliver nation-leading curriculum and student experience, greater access to education, and world-class research excellence.

Following careful consideration of a feasibility assessment based on 14 interdependent workstreams, both university Councils resolved to enter into a Heads of Agreement to support the State Government in the creation of a new institution.

While responding to State Government policy, a new Adelaide University presents an opportunity to advance our ambitions for tertiary education and innovation further and faster than what can be achieved today – charting our own course for the future.

We will shape a contemporary university that is connected to priority industries and produces graduates that are highly sought after around the world. A new university of global standing sustainably ranked in the top 1% worldwide.

The path to today has been extensive:

	March 2022 / State Government elected with a higher education policy to explore university amalgamations.
	November 2022 / University Councils resolved to explore the feasibility of a new university for the future.
	December 2022 / Statement of Cooperation signed between both universities and the State and Federal Governments.
	January 2023 / Universities commenced a joint feasibility assessment.
	March 2023 / Vision Statement released and feedback sought from the university and broader communities.
	June 2023 / Business case and associated documentation presented to both University Councils.
	July 2023 / University Councils resolved to support a combined university following careful consideration.
	September-October 2023 / Parliamentary Joint Committee further explored the merits of a new university and released a report in support with key recommendations. Draft legislation introduced to State Parliament.
	November 2023 / Welcomed the passage for legislation to establish a new Adelaide University.
	December 2023 / Adelaide University Transition Council composition identified.
	March 2024 / The establishment of Adelaide University and endorsement of our first Strategic Ambition and Direction at the first meeting of the Transition Council.


The operational commencement of Adelaide University requires necessary regulatory approvals. Our continued focus is on detailed transition planning and implementation, including further engagement with our communities to help design and co-create the new institution with a target launch date of 1 January 2026. 

                
            

        

    


    




   
    
        
            
                

   
    
        
            
                Latest updates

Keep up-to-date on important milestones and activities as we progress the creation of a new Adelaide University.
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                                            March 2024



The new Adelaide University has been formally established under the Adelaide University Act 2023, along with appointment of the Adelaide University Transition Council and approval of the Terms of Reference for a Transitional Academic Board.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            TEQSA application submitted 
                                            


                                            15 January 2024



Today, the first submission to the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA) was put forward. This is an important step in progressing the necessary registration of the new Adelaide University under the Federal Government’s TEQSA Act. 

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            State legislation passed
                                            


                                            16 November 2023



State legislation to create a combined new Adelaide University was passed through the South Australian Parliament, signalling a significant moment in our shared histories.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



            
        
    

    


                
            
        
    

    



   
    
        
            
                Timeline to implementation
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2023

                
            

            
                Agreement Reached

University Councils resolve to support a combined new Adelaide University following careful consideration.
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                Q1 
2024

                
            

            
                Path to legislation

Prioritise necessary legal and regulatory approvals to establish a new Adelaide University, including the passing of state legislation. Commence detailed transition planning.
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2024

                
            

            
                Path to market

Rollout enabling systems to launch the new Adelaide University brand to the world and commence student recruitment.
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2026

                
            

            
                Path to Day One

Continue detailed transition planning and transfer of all core business functions ready for 1 January 2026 (Day One).
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                Q1
2026

                
            

            
                Target launch date

Operational commencement and opening our doors to the new Adelaide University on 1 January 2026 (Day One).
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2034

                
            

            
                Transform to Target State

Ongoing transformation and evolution to reach our full ambition for the new Adelaide University by 2034.
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                Messages from leadership

Hear from the University of Adelaide Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Høj AC, and the University of South Australia Vice Chancellor, Professor David Lloyd, as they provide an update on the creation of a new Adelaide University.
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                                        July 2023: University of South Australia Vice Chancellor, Professor David Lloyd, and University of Adelaide Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Høj AC, confirm Council support for creation of a university for the future.
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                                        March 2023: University of South Australia Vice Chancellor, Professor David Lloyd, and University of Adelaide Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Høj AC, talk about the release of a Vision Statement for a potential university for the future.
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                                        December 2022: University of South Australia Vice Chancellor, Professor David Lloyd, and University of Adelaide Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Høj AC, talk about the potential creation of a new university for the future.
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Read key leadership announcements from the University of Adelaide (UoA) and University of South Australia.
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                                            [image: Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC,]From: Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC
Date: Sat 1/07/2023 8:00 PM
Subject: Important Update from Chancellor, The Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC



Dear Colleagues,

I am writing to advise you of an historic decision made by our Council. We have resolved, subject to some important conditions, to work with the University of South Australia (UniSA) to support the South Australian Government should it move to combine our two institutions to create a new university called Adelaide University. The Council of UniSA has resolved in similar terms to support the creation of this new university.

The most important of the conditions to which our decision is subject is the provision by the State Government of a significant package of financial support for both the merger process and the ongoing success of Adelaide University. I expect the Premier to make public details of this financial support shortly.

After careful deliberation about the feasibility and merits of merging with UniSA, the Council has concluded that merging will enable us to achieve more for our staff, students and community than is feasible today – and to do so in a way that ensures our financial sustainability and impressive international reputation well into the future. As I have indicated in previous communications, our vision for Adelaide University is for it to be a leading contemporary comprehensive university of global standing for the long term.

We have before us an unprecedented opportunity to create a South Australian university with the scale to make transformational investments in areas like modernising curriculum and online capability, attracting leading academics and students and providing greater equity of access.

This decision recognises that Australia’s funding environment makes it challenging to remain comprehensive, excellent and small. These challenges will only intensify as developing nations build capacity to educate their own citizens. Furthermore, the ability to deliver ground-breaking research supported by contemporary facilities and at the scale required is becoming increasingly demanding for a university of our size under Australian funding arrangements.

Adelaide University will allow us to generate the investment and global visibility required to excel sustainably over the long-term and achieve recognition among the world’s top 100 universities on an ongoing basis.

With the significant financial backing of government in perpetuity, we can create a leading comprehensive university of global standing and of significant scale that will conduct outstanding research and be connected to priority industries for the State and our nation.

In short, we can go further faster and deliver greater impact for our State and our people by combining the strengths of our university with those of our sister institution UniSA.

We know that this announcement might be received by you with some trepidation. To provide certainty to our staff, both universities have now formally undertaken that there will be no compulsory redundancies or retrenchment of staff as a consequence of progressing the formation of the new university ahead of its opening on 1 January 2026 and for a further 18 months. Thereafter Adelaide University can be expected to operate in the usual way. With a focus on educational and research success, its workforce can be expected to grow.

The decisions of the two Councils means the State Government has our support to implement its widely promulgated policy of creating a new university for South Australia by the merger of existing universities. Of course, a new public university can only be created by legislation. For this reason, any decision to combine our University with UniSA to create Adelaide University, as well as decisions about timing, are ultimately matters for the State Parliament.

I very much regret that this advice, of necessity, reaches you outside of regular working hours and only shortly before it is to be announced publicly, as I expect tomorrow. The Chancellor of UniSA is writing to staff and students at her institution as I write to you.

We know there will be many questions and some mixed feelings about this outcome. Please be assured there will be opportunities in coming weeks to learn more about what this means.

On behalf of Council, thank you to everyone who contributed to the development of the considered and comprehensive documentation that supported our deliberations. Many of our staff were involved in this work and we are very grateful for your efforts.

The University of Adelaide has an outstanding history of social leadership, educating future leaders and delivering research that creates positive impact and change. Our aim is to build upon the legacies of our two universities and, together, create an institution that we can all be proud of now and into the future. In doing so, we will ensure the fine heritage of the University of Adelaide is preserved.

I encourage you to watch this short video message from the Vice-Chancellors and keep an eye on the university’s website for the latest information throughout this next stage, including the Transition Plan extract. If you have any questions, please email futureuni@adelaide.edu.au.

Kind regards,

Hon Catherine Branson AC KC
Chancellor
The University of Adelaide
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                                            [image: Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC,]From: Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC
Date: Sat 1/07/2023 8:00 PM
Subject: Important Update from Chancellor, The Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC



Dear students of the University of Adelaide, 

I am writing to advise you of an historic decision made by our Council. We have resolved, subject to some important conditions, to work with the University of South Australia (UniSA) to support the South Australian Government should it move to combine our two institutions to create a new university called Adelaide University. The Council of UniSA has resolved in similar terms to support the creation of this new university.  

After careful deliberation about the feasibility and merits of merging with UniSA, the Council has determined that merging will enable us to achieve more for our staff, students and community than is feasible today.  

The task of Council is to govern not only for today but for the future and to support the best outcomes for our university, our students, our staff, our alumni and our State. As I have indicated in previous communications, our vision for Adelaide University is for it to be a leading contemporary comprehensive university of global standing for the long term. 

Our commitment is to create a sustainable top 1% global university that puts higher education qualifications in reach of more students and is highly valued for its outstanding student experience, flexible study options and job pathways. We will aim to be ranked top in Australia for employment outcomes and top 5 nationally for student experience. 

Adelaide University will allow us to generate the investment and global visibility required to excel sustainably over the long-term and to be recognised among the world’s top 100 universities on an ongoing basis. 

We have before us an unprecedented opportunity to create a South Australian university with the scale to make transformational investments in areas like modernising curriculum and online capability, attracting leading academics and students and providing greater equity of access. 

With the significant financial backing of government in perpetuity, we can create a leading comprehensive university of global standing and of significant scale that will conduct outstanding research and be connected to priority industries for the State and our nation. 

In short, we can go further faster and deliver greater impact for our State and our people by combining the strengths of our existing institutions. 

This outcome means the State Government has the support of both Councils to proceed with its policy of creating a combined university for South Australia. Any decision actually to create Adelaide University, as well as decisions about timing, are ultimately matters for the State Parliament. 

I very much regret that this advice, of necessity, reaches you outside of regular working hours and only shortly before it is to be announced publicly, as I expect tomorrow. The Chancellor of UniSA is writing to students and staff at her institution as I write to you.  

Please be assured that for the moment, there is no change to your current study arrangements. You should also be assured that we will continue our focus on serving our student body to the very best of our ability irrespective of the intent to merge. We will communicate with you regularly as we continue to plan for the new university with a target launch date of 1 January 2026. 

There will be opportunities in coming weeks to learn more about what this means. We have much work to do, and our commitment is to create a potential Adelaide University together. Our students, staff and community will be instrumental in helping to realise the vision for a combined for-purpose university. 

Our aim is to build upon the legacies of our two universities and, together, create an institution that we can all be proud of now and into the future. 

I encourage you to watch this short video message from the Vice-Chancellors and keep an eye on the university’s website for the latest information throughout this next stage. If you have any questions, please email futureuni@adelaide.edu.au.  

Kind regards, 

The Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC 
Chancellor 
The University of Adelaide 
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Date: Wed 7/12/2022 5:45 PM
Subject: Important update from the Chancellor



Dear Colleagues / Dear Students of the University of Adelaide, 

I am writing to let you know of an important decision taken by your University’s Council.  That decision is to ask our Vice-Chancellor to commence serious discussions with his counterpart at the University of South Australia on the possibility of a merger between the two universities.  The Council of the University of South Australia has made the same request of its Vice-Chancellor.   

Consequent upon the above decisions, a statement of cooperation will shortly be signed between the two universities and the State and Federal Governments. Government support, including financial support, will be critical as we work together to explore the possibility of creating a university for the future.  

You will be aware that it was an election commitment of the South Australian Government to investigate how South Australia could best be served by its university sector, including through a potential merger of the state's universities. The University of Adelaide has for some time been open about its willingness to work with its sister institutions in the State and the Government on transforming higher education in this State for the benefit of the University community, including our students and staff, and the State.   

It is important that I make clear that, while the Government's policy commitment has provided an opportunity for us to revisit a potential future merger, no decision has been made to merge our University with any other institution. However, your Council and the Council of the University of South Australia have committed to exploring the challenges and opportunities of coming together and forming a joint vision of what might be possible. 

Following some preliminary work and analysis, the two universities have agreed to enter into a comprehensive feasibility phase over the next six months.  During this phase we will explore whether a future merger would be in the best interests of our current and future students, our staff, and South Australia. We will consider financial and infrastructure impacts, as well as regulatory and legislative requirements. We will also engage in extensive consultation with staff, students, unions and the broader University community. 

On the basis of this planned activity, the State Government has indicated that it will defer its planned merger commission until at least mid-2023.  It is our expectation that Government will commit to providing or securing the external financial support necessary to achieve the envisaged outcome of the planned merger should the final case for such merger be approved by the two Councils. 

While the outcome of the feasibility phase will ultimately determine whether or not we will proceed to bring our two universities together, we are excited about what this project could achieve. 

Our vision is to create Australia’s new for purpose university - a leading contemporary comprehensive university of global standing.  Our intention is that this university be dedicated to ensuring the prosperity, well-being, and cohesion of society by addressing educational inequality - through its actions and through the success and impact of its students, staff and alumni. Partnered with the communities it serves, it will conduct outstanding future-making research of scale and focus. 

We believe that such an institution would possess the scale necessary to sustain a Top 100 university ranking in the long term and, in turn, attract and retain the best research, teaching and student talent. Drawing on our collective existing strengths, it would recognise and preserve the outstanding legacies of our two universities, while at the same time being future fit and more readily able to respond to the increasingly complex, competitive and changing higher education landscape.  

Each Vice-Chancellor has committed to report back to his respective Council by no later than 30 June 2023 on the outcome of this feasibility study. 

Should both Councils thereafter determine to create the envisaged university for the future, it will be on the basis of a number of in principle matters already agreed. I am pleased to be able to let you know that one of these matters is the name of the envisaged university – it would be called ‘Adelaide University’. I have listed other important matters on which agreement has been reached below. 

In the meantime, nothing changes. While I know you will wish to reflect on this announcement, I urge you not to be distracted by it. The University of Adelaide will continue to deliver quality education and research, engage with the communities it serves and produce outstanding graduates – achievements that we look forward to celebrating as part of our 150th anniversary in 2024.  

I encourage you to watch the video on this page to hear from our Vice-Chancellor Professor Peter Høj AC and the University of South Australia’s Vice-Chancellor Professor David Lloyd about today’s announcement.

You can find information on today’s announcement here adelaide.edu.au/creating-a-university-for-the-future/. 

I appreciate that this announcement will raise questions and that after the upheaval of the last few years, the thought of change of the scale being contemplated might be daunting for some. Please be assured that there will be regular communication and opportunity for you to engage and have input over the next six months. Should a decision to merge be made at the completion of our feasibility phase, your contribution to shaping a future university will be critical. Creating a university of the future will take several years and any combined university will not start before 2026. 

On behalf of the Council, I extend my sincere thanks to you all for your ongoing commitment to this outstanding University. Collectively our staff, students and alumni have delivered positive outcomes for our State, our nation and the world for almost 150 years. I have no doubt that this strong legacy of impact and achievement will continue in the future whatever form that future might take.   

Kind regards, 

The Hon. Catherine Branson AC KC 
Chancellor 
Office of the Chancellor and Council Secretariat 
The University of Adelaide 
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                                            [image: ]From: Pauline Carr
Date: Sat 1/07/2023 8:00 PM
Subject: Important update: Outcome of UniSA Council deliberations on a university for the future



Dear colleagues

Over the last three decades, we have worked hard with energy and passion, and produced an enviable track record of success and achievements in so many areas. Now, at only 32 years of age, we have an opportunity before us to become a truly great university.

As many of you know, the State Government was elected with a policy of pursuing a potential university merger in South Australia.

I am writing to inform you that after careful consideration of a joint business case and associated documentation, and deep deliberation, the Council of the University of South Australia has resolved to enter into a Heads of Agreement with the University of Adelaide to support the State Government in the creation of a new university, to be named Adelaide University, in State Parliament.

Our Council has concluded that the creation of a new university for the future would enable us to advance our ambitions for higher education further and faster than we could ever achieve alone. 

I wanted to share this news with you at the earliest opportunity, acknowledging that the timing of this communication is, by necessity, out of your regular working hours. We know that this decision will generate some uncertainty, and I want to reassure you that we have a long-time horizon for co-creation and transition ahead of us, which will mean that we shall be progressing business as usual for several years to come.

The duty of Council is to govern with the best interests of our university and its community. We have determined that a new Adelaide University will allow us to generate both the global visibility and investment required to excel sustainably over the long-term, including attaining ongoing recognition as one of the world’s top 100 universities.   

Australia’s higher education funding environment makes it challenging to remain as we are. We have a unique opportunity to create a new institution with the innovation and scale necessary to make transformational investments in teaching and global research. With the significant financial backing of the State Government and ongoing support from the Federal Government, we will shape a comprehensive, future-focused university that is connected to priority industries for both our state and nation.

Over the coming weeks and months, we will continue to work closely and collaboratively with the University of Adelaide and within our institutions on a range of engagement activities, and staff will provide valuable input into important decision making. We are realistic about the size of the task ahead of us and cannot realise our ambitious vision for the potential Adelaide University without your active involvement. On the University’s website, you can find a public version of the Transition Plan prepared to support the implementation planning, which reinforces the significance of the body of work to be undertaken over the coming years.

We know that this announcement will cause trepidation for some stakeholders. To provide certainty to our staff, both universities have formally committed that no staff member will be made compulsorily redundant or retrenched as a consequence of establishing the new Adelaide University. This will be effective from the passing of the Councils’ resolutions and for the first 18 months post commencement of operations of the new university. Our focus will be on fulfilling our stated ambition for the new Adelaide University and to grow the workforce in line with educational and research success. 

The decision to create a new university is a unique and transformative opportunity for us to shape a better future for generations to come, but we will be taking this one step at a time with the same collegiality, discipline and enterprising approach as we always do.

On behalf of Council, I would like to thank everyone for your outstanding professionalism and open-mindedness in dealing with the challenges of the last few months. It is a credit to you all that this was done respectfully and with kindness while continuing the University’s unrelenting focus to ensure that our students, teams and stakeholders have the best experience possible. Many of you were also involved in developing the considered and comprehensive documentation which supported Council’s deliberations. This was no easy task and the time and care you devoted to this is greatly appreciated.

Finally, I encourage you to watch the latest video from the Vice Chancellors here and please do continue to visit our website for the latest information, including FAQs. You can also send any questions to futureuni@unisa.edu.au throughout this next stage.  

Warm regards

Pauline Carr
Chancellor
University of South Australia
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Date: Sat 1/07/2023 8:00 PM
Subject: Important update: Outcome of UniSA Council deliberations on a university for the future



Dear students  

I am writing to advise you that the University of South Australia and University of Adelaide Councils have both resolved to enter into a Heads of Agreement to support the State Government in the creation of a new university, to be named Adelaide University, in State Parliament.

As many of you know, the State Government was elected with a policy of pursuing a potential university merger in South Australia.

After careful consideration of a joint business case and associated documentation, and deep deliberation, our Council has concluded that a new university for the future would enable us to advance our ambitions for higher education further and faster than we could ever achieve alone. 

The duty of Council is to govern with the best interests of our university and its community. We have determined that a new Adelaide University will allow us to generate both the global visibility and investment required to excel sustainably over the long-term, including attaining ongoing recognition as one of the world’s top 100 universities.   

Australia’s higher education funding environment makes it challenging to remain as we are. We have a unique opportunity to create a new institution with innovation and scale to make transformational investments in teaching and global research. With the significant financial backing of the State Government and ongoing support from the Federal Government, we will shape a comprehensive, future-focused university that is connected to priority industries for both our state and nation.

I wanted to share the news with our student community at the earliest opportunity. We know this decision will create some uncertainty, but we are deeply committed to minimising any impacts on your study journey.

Please be assured that for the moment, there is no change to your current study arrangements. We will communicate with you regularly as we continue to plan for the new university, which has a target launch date of 1 January 2026.

This outcome paves the way for us to establish a global university ranked in the top 1% worldwide, known for nation-leading curriculum and graduate outcomes, contemporary student experience, global research excellence, and making tertiary studies a reality for more people from all backgrounds.

But we will be taking this one step at a time. Over the coming weeks and months, we will continue to work together across the university community to plan for this evolution. You will be invited to share your valuable insights to help shape our next chapter for the new Adelaide University. 

I would like to acknowledge and thank the student elected members on Council for their professionalism and their informed and diligent contributions.

Finally, I encourage you to watch the latest video from the Vice Chancellors here and please do continue to visit our website for the latest information, including FAQs. You can also send any questions to futureuni@unisa.edu.au throughout this next stage.

Warm regards

Pauline Carr
Chancellor
University of South Australia
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Date: Wed 7/12/2022 5:45 PM
Subject: Important update from the Chancellor



Dear colleagues

I am writing to share with you the significant and historic news that the University of South Australia has reached agreement with the University of Adelaide to conduct a detailed feasibility study and produce a business case for our Council’s consideration, towards the creation of a new university for the future in South Australia.

While, at this time, no final decision has been made, this agreement represents the most advanced consideration of change in our State’s higher education sector since the creation of UniSA more than 30 years ago in 1991.

In this message to you, I would like to share with you the background on how we embarked on this journey and some of the detail around the Council’s consideration of this unique opportunity.  Information is also available on the University’s website, and we will be involving our community in ongoing discussions and engagement in the first half of 2023.

How has this agreement come about and what is the role of the State Government?

The election of the Malinauskas’ Labor Government in March this year established a mandate to pursue higher education reform in South Australia. The Government’s policy relating to the establishment of a ‘Merger Commission’ was widely publicised prior to the election.

In responding to this policy, the University of South Australia, through its Council, engaged in high level discussions with the Council of the University of Adelaide to explore what, if anything, the institutions could achieve by working together to support the Government’s goals for the benefit of South Australia.

Recognising that our universities had previously engaged in similar dialogue, on this occasion, we first sought to explore what might be possible. We believed that, were it possible to describe and agree a new university for the future, then it might also be possible to chart a course towards its creation. Our Vice Chancellors took up that challenge and provided our Councils with a shared vision which, if realised, could see the creation of:

Australia’s new for purpose university - a leading contemporary comprehensive university of global standing.  It is dedicated to ensuring the prosperity, well-being, and cohesion of society by addressing educational inequality, through its actions and through the success and impact of its students, staff and alumni.  Partnered with the communities it serves, it conducts outstanding future-making research of scale and focus.

Both University Councils considered this shared vision and the potential opportunity presented by the State Government as one which could advance our respective institutions’ missions at a scale and impact that we could not achieve individually. 

Put simply, our Council’s view is that if we are able to realise this vision and ambition for equity and excellence, we could take the mission, values and impact of UniSA and its culture further and faster than we might ever attain alone.

The creation of a new University presents a unique opportunity to positively transform higher education in our State and nation for the benefit of future generations of students, as well as, securing our legacies to date and ensuring lasting impact on our wider society.

Also, I wanted you to know that we have now shared this vision with the State and Federal Governments, and it has been positively received by both of them.

Have any specific governance or organisational matters been considered?

Both Councils undertook to objectively and constructively consider matters of threshold importance to both institutions. It is our collective belief that only a union of equals can create a new university for the future.

While no decision has yet been made, we acknowledge that the creation of this new university would take considerable time, with some significant steps to be taken along the way. We still have a detailed feasibility study and business case to progress, as well as regulatory and legal requirements to navigate.

Above all, we require specific funding and support from Government to enable us create the new university.

If these hurdles can be cleared, and should we reach the point of creating the new university. In relation to this, both Councils have formally agreed, that:

	The combined university is intended to be operational from January 2026
	There would be no net job losses as a consequence of creating the combined university 
	The combined university would be called ‘Adelaide University’ 
	A new brand building on the legacies of the two institutions would be developed for the combined university 
	The combined university would be created and governed by new legislation modelled in large part on the University of South Australia Act 
	The University of South Australia would nominate the Chancellor of a Transition Council in consultation with the University of Adelaide 
	The composition of the Transition Council would be nominated by each institution equally  
	A co-leadership model would be implemented initially, with University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide each appointing one of two co-Vice Chancellors 
	The-co-leadership model would operate until the appointment and commencement of a Vice Chancellor for the combined university


I know that, in sharing our progress to date, these are significant first steps in advancing an enormously complex process.  However, time is on our side and there are many months, indeed years, left to ensure we have a strong foundation to realise the potential of a new institution. The above considerations are critical first steps which needed full agreement by our Councils if we were to advance this initiative successfully together. Furthermore, our primary concern is one of providing as much certainty as we can, as early as we can and to as many people as we can.

We have a strong track record in planning and executing well, and I’m confident that we will continue to showcase those strengths over the coming weeks and months as we work through this process.

What happens next?

With the learnings from previous discussions of this nature, we have until now confined the current discussion to both University Councils in the first instance so as to reduce uncertainty and minimise any disruption to our ongoing operations and activities.

I do apologise that, given the timing of this development, some of our UniSA community may learn of it second hand or through the media. That is highly regrettable, though an unavoidable consequence of the nature of the activity under exploration.

Now that we have reached this particular point, it is absolutely the right time to openly share this information with you.  Our leadership teams will now be tasked to work together in good faith to substantiate the benefits which we believe can flow from this unprecedented opportunity, and to bring that back to our Councils for decision by the middle of 2023.

Has a decision already been made?

Please let me be clear.  No decision to amalgamate our universities has been made.  We are now entering a feasibility phase of deep interrogation and will produce a detailed business case of what we believe is possible through the creation of a new university. So, while this is not a ‘done deal’ by any means, it is by far the most advanced our institutions have progressed in exploring this opportunity.

Both Councils realise that our sharing of this information will precipitate questions and potential concerns among our communities. Please do not worry unduly.  We can reassure you that, should the business case result in a decision to create the new university, the journey towards its creation will have several years to run before coming to fruition.  In the meantime, and for the years to come, our own University will continue on its individual course, pursuing the ambitions of Enterprise25.

As we enter 2023, be assured that you and our wider community will be more deeply involved in the entire process of creating this new university for the future, realising its potential and in seizing this unique opportunity to redefine higher education in South Australia and this nation.

Until then, on behalf of the Council, I wish to convey our sincere thanks for your ongoing support and understanding, as well as your dedication to our institution through your positive engagement and contribution on a daily basis to ensure our continued success.

Warm regards

Pauline Carr
Chancellor
University of South Australia

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            Message to students from the UniSA Vice Chancellor (December 2022)
                                            


                                            [image: David Lloyd]From: Professor David Lloyd
Date: Wed 7/12/2022 5:45 PM
Subject: Important update from the Vice Chancellor



Dear students

Over the next 24 hours, you’re likely to see some media coverage about discussions between UniSA and the University of Adelaide relating to the creation of a new university for the future, through combination of the institutions.

Let me begin by making it clear that no decision has yet been made to amalgamate the universities.

The Councils of the Universities are engaged in dialogue about what they might be able to achieve together – but any enactment of that discussion is many years away from now and is dependent on many matters external to the Universities’ control.

So, let me assure you that your programs, your courses, your lecturers, mentors and staff will all be in place, delivering high quality education and support services while this dialogue is progressed.

In due course, we’ll be seeking your input to the conversation, as our most important stakeholders.

If you’d like to learn more about the matter, you can view the website here. This includes a set of frequently asked questions.

Best regards

Professor David Lloyd
Vice Chancellor

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            

    
        
            
                
                        	
                                        
                                            Message to our communities (16 November) 
                                            









                                            [image: Professor Peter Høj AC ][image: Professor David Lloyd]From: Professor Peter Høj AC and Professor David Lloyd 
Date: Thurs 16/11/2023 11:00AM 
Subject: Update on the passing of legislation



This is a significant moment in our shared histories with the passing of state legislation to establish a new Adelaide University.

This represents one of the most important steps to date in realising our ambitious vision for a contemporary, for-purpose university that will be truly transformative for future generations of learners and researchers, and the state of South Australia.

The path to today has been extensive. Following a comprehensive six-month feasibility assessment, parliamentary inquiry and State Parliament consideration and debate, the Adelaide University Act that will serve as the foundation of our new institution has now been passed.

We would like to thank our parliamentarians and the parliamentary Joint Committee for their confidence in our roadmap forward – to create a future-focused university that will produce graduates who are in global demand, while prioritising the needs of our local industries and communities through skills development and innovation through world-leading research.

We have absolute clarity of purpose. Knowledge-based transformation leading to sustainable growth of a new Australian university that will consistently feature in the world’s top 1% is a compelling reason to exist. However, we acknowledge the responsibility and weighty task ahead of us – to deliver on our bold vision for the sector and state, and to open our doors come 1st January 2026.

The passing of legislation through the State Parliament is a key enabler to the creation of a combined Adelaide University, which must now be proclaimed for the Act to come into operation and for the future institution to exist. Further to proclamation, there are a number of steps we must still take before we can become a new, fledging university. This includes, but is not limited to:

	population of the Adelaide University Transition Council
	approval of the new university’s Strategic Plan
	necessary regulatory approvals (TEQSA, CRICOS, ESOS and HESA registrations).


As we move through this next phase, we look forward to further engaging with our communities to co-create this future-focused institution. The latest information can be found on our microsite and the online enquiry form and respective futureuni@unisa.edu.au and futureuni@adelaide.edu.au inboxes remain open.

With best regards, 
Peter and David 

Chairs, Joint Committee 
Building the new Adelaide University 

Professor Peter Høj AC  
Vice-Chancellor and President 
The University of Adelaide

Professor David G. Lloyd 
Vice Chancellor and President 
University of South Australia 

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
            

    







   
    
        
            
                Resources

View or download helpful documents about the new university for the future.

                






    

        	
                    
                                                    Vision

                            








                            

                                
                                
                                	Vision Statement #.pdf 4.6mb#
	Vision Statement Feedback Summary #.pdf 206kb#
	? Adelaide University ? – Key Benefits # .pdf 105kb #



                            

                        

                
                	
                    
                                                    Council documents

                            


                            

                                
                                
                                	Guide to Council Documents  # .pdf 170kb#
	White Paper (Comprehensive Summary)  # .pdf 174kb#
	Business Case (Comprehensive Summary)  # .pdf 728kb#
	Transition Plan (Extract) #.pdf 992kb#
	Heads of Agreement (Comprehensive Summary)  # .pdf 317kb#
	State Government Heads of Agreement #.pdf 1.1mb#



                            

                        

                
                	
                    
                                                    Parliamentary inquiry 

                            


                            

                                
                                
                                	Report of the Joint Committee on the Establishment of ? Adelaide University ? # .pdf 2mb #
	Parliamentary Inquiry Submission Response # .pdf 506kb#
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                                	Statement of Cooperation #.pdf 2.0mb#
	?Adelaide University Act? # .pdf 395kb#



                            

                        

                
        
    









            
        
    

    







    
        
            Media

See the latest news and media about the new Adelaide University.
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                                        Vice Chancellors THE OpEd: Merging two universities is a tense but rewarding Odyssey

                                            No journey in strange new waters can be smooth sailing, but healthy conflicts have a place in innovation and transformation.

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                






Read more
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                                        Vice Chancellors THE OpEd: For reimagining tertiary education, many heads beat two

                                            AI is helping us mine 200,000 stakeholders’ ideas, sensible and silly, about core elements of the new Adelaide University.
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                                        Media Release: Legislation passes State Parliament

                                            Legislation to facilitate the creation of the new Adelaide University has passed State Parliament, paving the way for the new institution to open in 2026.
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                                        Vice Chancellors THE OpEd: A university merger in Australia is a political obstacle course

                                            Both boards approved the case for the amalgamated Adelaide University – but politicians still formed a scrutiny committee.
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                                        The Chronicle: Transformational investments for South Australia

                                            The tie-up between the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia can create a stronger, more competitive institution in the state.
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                                        Vice Chancellors THE OpEd: Big, bold and for the better

                                            Many ask why we assume a combined university will offer more. The answer is that we are purposefully designing it that way. 
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                                        Vice Chancellors THE OpEd: How we got from there to here

                                            In the first of a series of articles charting the amalgamation of the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide, the institutions’ Vice Chancellors set out why the potential move finally looks set to go ahead.
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                                        Media Release: Councils confirm support to transform higher education

                                            The University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia have today entered into a formal agreement to work together to support the South Australian Government as it moves to create a combined new university for our State.
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                                            What did the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia agree to ahead of the feasibility assessment? 
                                            












                                            In December 2022, the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide agreed to undertake a formal feasibility assessment, including development of a business case for the creation of a new university for the future. The universities signed a Statement of Cooperation with the State and Federal Governments, which set out the commitment of both Governments and University Councils to work together on the feasibility assessment phase.

The feasibility assessment was undertaken in response to the South Australian Government’s higher education policy, which called for the consideration of a merger between the state’s universities to strengthen the contribution of tertiary education to the economy and society more broadly.

The purpose of the feasibility assessment was to explore the benefits and associated risks of amalgamating the University of Adelaide and University of South Australia to create a new university of global standing, dedicated to ensuring the prosperity, well-being, and cohesion of society by addressing educational inequalities, and partnering with the communities it serves, to deliver educational excellence and conducting outstanding future-making research of scale and focus.

Ahead of the feasibility assessment stage, both University Councils agreed on the following threshold matters:

	The combined university is intended to be operational from January 2026.
	There would be no net job losses as a consequence of creating the combined university.
	The combined university would be called ‘Adelaide University’.
	A new brand would be developed informed by market testing and brand experts, careful consideration of the appropriate recognition of the legacies of both institutions and the preservation of the favourable profiles of the existing institutions.
	The combined university would be created and governed by new legislation modelled in large part on the University of South Australia Act 1990.
	The respective Councils of the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia would continue to govern their respective universities until such time as the combined university commences operation.
	A Transition Council would be created with up to 14 members plus a Chancellor. Each existing university would nominate 50% of the members of the Transition Council. The University of South Australia would nominate the Chancellor of the Transition Council subject to consultation with the University of Adelaide.
	The Transition Council would determine the process and timeframe to be used to identify and appoint a new Chancellor for the combined university whose term would commence no later than upon the commencement of the second year of operation of the combined university.
	The Transition Council would also commence and oversee an open and competitive global recruitment process to appoint a Vice Chancellor for the combined university.
	A co-leadership model would be implemented initially, with University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide each appointing one of two co-Vice Chancellors. The co-leadership model would operate until the appointment and commencement of a Vice Chancellor for the combined university.
	There should be a joint approach to the State and Federal Governments to seek a package of funding for implementation and transition costs which must be acceptable to both existing universities.


                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What did the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide Councils resolve following the feasibility study to create a combined university?
                                            


                                            The Councils of the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia resolved to enter into a Heads of Agreement to support the State Government in the creation of a new university.

Both University Councils were satisfied that ‘the creation of a university for the future to be called Adelaide University in accordance with the shared ambition outlined in the Statement of Cooperation and underpinned by the [State Government’s] funding package would be in the best interests of the University'.

The Councils acknowledged that each university is established by, and operates under, state legislation. Therefore, any decision to combine the existing institutions to create a new university, including decisions as to the means and timing of any such undertaking, is a matter for State Parliament.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What documentation was publicly released following the feasibility assessment?
                                            


                                            Following the respective Council resolutions to support the State Government with its creation of a new university for the future in South Australia, the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia released the Transition Plan (Extract). The Vice Chancellors of both universities made a further commitment to release abridged versions of other key enabling documents developed during the feasibility assessment, while balancing commercial considerations and any impacts on the competitiveness of either institution, or the potential future university. The following documents are now available: Parliamentary Inquiry Submission Response, Guide to Council Documents, White Paper (Comprehensive Summary), Business Case (Comprehensive Summary), Heads of Agreement (Comprehensive Summary), State Government Heads of Agreement and Adelaide University – Key Benefits.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What funding support has the South Australian Government committed?
                                            


                                            The South Australian Government has expressed its strong support for the creation of a combined university through provision of a significant and foundational financial contribution to the transformational ambitions of the future Adelaide University. This includes investment to achieve its strategic aspirations, and best support the future growth and success of the state, in three particular aspects:

	To support increased access and participation of South Australians in higher education a $120 million Equity Scholarship Fund will be established, with the investment income from the Fund used to provide additional student scholarships and supports, in perpetuity.
	To support increased research and innovation capability underpinning elements of the economy and industry of importance to the state’s growth, a $200 million Research Fund will be established, with the investment income from the Fund used to support such activities in the new university, in perpetuity.
	To support the contribution of international students to our community and economy, a Marketing Grant of $10 million per annum will be provided over the next three years.


The State Government has also committed to purchase the University of South Australia’s Magill Campus, which the University had previously indicated it will vacate in coming years, along with the surplus land at the Mawson Lakes Campus, which together will provide an additional $115 million in transition funds for the new university. The transfer of ownership will have no impact on the current teaching or research arrangements at either campus in the medium term and the new Adelaide University is committed to continuing to deliver programs at Mawson Lakes into the future. Read more about the potential Adelaide University – a new university for South Australia.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What is the pathway to legislation? 
                                            


                                            Each university is established by, and operates under, state legislation. Therefore, any decision to combine the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide to create a new Adelaide University, is a matter for State Parliament.

In 2023, a Joint Committee into the Establishment of Adelaide University conducted a three-month parliamentary inquiry to further explore the merits of a potential new university in South Australia. The Joint Committee called upon a wide cross-section of witnesses and considered approximately 85 submissions from different organisations, individuals and groups. The University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia submitted additional documentation from the extensive feasibility study, appeared at two public hearings and one in-camera session to further discuss investment and risk, and responded to 105 Questions on Notice from legislators.

The universities welcomed the Report of the Joint Committee on the Establishment of Adelaide University, which signalled support for the creation of a new Adelaide University with seven recommendations. Draft legislation was introduced to State Parliament with the necessary crossbench support and was passed in both the Upper and Lower House. The Bill then received royal assent.

On 8 March 2024, the new Adelaide University was formally established as a new entity under the Adelaide University Act 2023 (Day 0), along with appointment of the Adelaide University Transition Council and approval of the Terms of Reference for a Transitional Academic Board. Further regulatory approvals are still required for the new Adelaide University to commence operations from January 2026.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What are the next steps towards the creation of /Adelaide University/?
                                            


                                            In 2023, the legislation required to create a new Adelaide University passed through State Parliament and the Bill received royal assent. On 8 March 2024, the new Adelaide University was established as a formal entity under the Adelaide University Act 2023 (Day 0).

Further regulatory approvals are required for the new university to come into operation as of January 2026. This includes, but is not limited to: 

	Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency registration
	Amendment to the Higher Education Support Act


The University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide will continue to operate as separate institutions, led by the existing Councils and leadership. During this current stage of transition, the two universities are working together with State and Federal Governments to create Adelaide University.

A Tripartite Agreement between the University of Adelaide, University of South Australia and Adelaide University has been signed (which is required under the Adelaide University Act 2023), to support the establishment of the new university outlining the rights and obligations to one another and commitment to working in good faith towards a common goal.  

The amalgamation of the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia represents one of the largest changes to higher education in Australia over the past three decades. The scale of the transition is not to be underestimated. Through an Integration Management Office (IMO) with expert staff from both institutions supported by an Integration and Transformation Partner, the universities are working towards a target launch date of the new Adelaide University on 1 January 2026.

A key focus during the transition period will be on developing Australia’s most contemporary, industry-informed curriculum and a leading-edge research strategy. The two universities are strongly committed to engaging their communities in shaping the new university through co-creation, and to collaboratively building a dynamic and inclusive culture that will be at the heart of the new university’s foundation.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What is the establishment date of /Adelaide University/? 
                                            


                                            Adelaide University was established as a new entity under the Adelaide University Act 2023 on 8 March 2024. This establishment date is also referred to as Day 0. 

Further regulatory approvals are still required for the new Adelaide University to commence operations from January 2026.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What is the role of the Transition Council? 
                                            


                                            The Transition Council is the initial legislated governing body of the new Adelaide University. As detailed in the new Adelaide University Act, the Transition Council will oversee the strategic objectives, including the transition of education and research activities from the University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide to the new Adelaide University. The respective University Councils of the existing institutions will continue to serve in their current capacity until repeal of their applicable legislation later in 2026. 

The composition of the Adelaide University Transition Council includes six representatives appointed by each respective institution and will be chaired by a Chancellor appointed by the University of South Australia following consultation with the University of Adelaide. Two positions of the 15 total on the Transition Council have been held vacant for further appointment at a future time to complement its leadership.

Any decision of the Transition Council requires a 60% (or greater) majority of votes cast by members voting on relevant resolutions.

Adelaide University Transition Council 

Chancellor: Ms Pauline Carr

Deputy Chancellors:

	Ms Janet Finlay
	John Hill 


Additional Nominated Members:

	Mr Lachlan Coleman
	Mr Jim Hazel
	Professor Peter Høj AC
	Mr Andy Keough CSC
	Professor David Lloyd
	Ms Carolyn Mitchell
	Ms Nicolle Rantanen Reynolds
	Professor Deirdre Tedmanson
	Hon Amanda Vanstone AO
	Mr Ken Williams


                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            Will there be opportunities to contribute to the creation of /Adelaide University/? 
                                            


                                            Both universities are committed to engaging in both formal and informal co-creation with staff, students, alumni, donors and partners. We will build on the culture of collaboration established during the feasibility stage with greater opportunities for involvement and engagement. You can find more co-creation information here.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What will happen to the ranking of a combined university?
                                            


                                            On its formation, it is anticipated with a high degree of confidence that the new Adelaide University will be among the top 1% worldwide, and its combined strength will ensure its long-term global standing as a university of choice. The new university will also aim to be top for student employment outcomes nationally and top five in Australia for student experience.

While the drivers behind university rankings are complex, and there are no simple prediction measures for future performance, the new university will work to ensure the best possible position in research, teaching quality, student experience and reputation – and will aim to be among the highest ranked institutions in Australia as a leading global university, irrespective of increasing competition.

Adelaide University has also been invited to become a member of the prestigious and research-intensive Go8 group of universities upon its creation.

In the transition period, both existing universities will continue their ongoing focus on maintaining and improving key rankings.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What will the new /Adelaide University/ logo look like?
                                            


                                            Adelaide University will develop a new brand, including a logo and other branding elements, in a way that honours the history of both antecedent institutions. This process will follow best practice and there will be engagement with our university communities. The new brand will ultimately be approved by the Council of the new institution.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What are the future plans for the UniSA Magill Campus? 
                                            


                                            In 2018, the University of South Australia signalled its intentions to move its operations from Magill Campus to City West as part of its Enterprise25 Strategic Plan, which was subsequently put on hold during the pandemic. Through a Heads of Agreement, which outlines the funding package to support the creation of a new Adelaide University, the State Government made a commitment to purchase the Magill Campus in its entirety. The execution of the Magill Campus Sale and Leaseback contract has been finalised with transfer of ownership to the South Australian Government at the end of 2023. The University of South Australia will leaseback the campus, which will later transfer to the new Adelaide University. There is no impact on teaching and research arrangements in the medium term. Details around the move of operations from the Magill Campus will involve detailed discussion and engagement with the University of South Australia community. The State Government will develop a masterplan for the future use of this site in the longer-term.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            

    
        
            
                
                        	
                                        
                                            What does the creation of a new /Adelaide University/ mean for domestic students?  
                                            









                                            There is no immediate impact for students at this time. The University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia will continue to operate and deliver their respective programs and services until the new Adelaide University becomes operational (targeted for January 2026).

Subject to necessary regulatory approvals, it is proposed that current students (those enrolled before 2026 and who are yet to finish their studies) will transition to the new university in 2026, in either their existing or an equivalent program. Both universities are committed to supporting all students over this transitional period.

The new Adelaide University will aim to deliver enhanced student experience, future-focused curriculum and research of a global standing – and students will be part of the co-creation journey. The suite of programs to be offered by the new university upon commencing operations will be determined during the transition phase (2023-25).

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What does the creation of a new /Adelaide University/ mean for international students?  
                                            


                                            There is no immediate impact for our international students at this time. The University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide will continue to operate and deliver their respective programs and services until the new Adelaide University becomes operational (targeted for 1 January 2026).

Subject to necessary regulatory approvals, it is proposed that current students (those enrolled before 2026 and who are yet to finish their studies) will transition to the new university in 2026, in either their existing or an equivalent program. The suite of programs to be offered by the new university upon commencing operations will be determined during the transition phase (2023-25).

The new Adelaide University will aim to deliver Australia’s most contemporary, industry-informed curriculum. Combining the strengths of both universities will enable transformational investments in teaching and research. This will mean even higher quality experiences and outcomes for students and producing graduates that are among the most sought after in the world.

Both universities will assist international students, where possible, to ensure their documentation and program of study are in compliance with their student visa. Both universities are committed to supporting all students over this transitional period.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            When will enrolments start? 
                                            


                                            It is anticipated that students will continue to enrol in the University of South Australia or the University of Adelaide up to 2025 entry, then would transfer to the new university, once operational in 2026. It is anticipated that students enrolling for 2026 entry and beyond would enrol directly with Adelaide University. Regulatory matters need to be finalised before students can enrol directly in Adelaide University and for existing students to be transferred.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What parchment will I receive?
                                            


                                            The following principles are proposed for current and future students, but are subject to necessary regulatory approvals being obtained and Adelaide University commencing operations from 1 January 2026:

	All students commencing with Adelaide University from 2026 (and beyond) will graduate with an Adelaide University award.
	Commencing students enrolling in 2025 (and who transfer from the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia to the new university) will receive their award from Adelaide University.
	Commencing and continuing students enrolled in or before 2024 (and who transfer from the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia to the new university) will take their award from Adelaide University but, subject to regulatory approval, may be able to elect to have the name and logo of the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia displayed on their award.


All students, regardless of commencement date, completing their studies prior to 2026 will receive an award from their current institution (either the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia) but, subject to regulatory approvals, will also be taken to be alumni of the new Adelaide University. They will be eligible to receive official confirmation of this from the new Adelaide University should they require it.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What programs will the new university offer? 
                                            


                                            It is intended that all program areas offered by the University of Adelaide and the University of South Australia will continue to be delivered, subject to student interest and viability.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            Where will students be physically studying?
                                            


                                            Students will continue to have access to state-of-the-art teaching and learning facilities and it is anticipated that the new Adelaide University will also offer an extended suite of leading online study options.

A masterplan will be developed for the new Adelaide University, which will optimise our combined campus footprints and property portfolios across metropolitan and regional South Australia. Our goal is to develop engaging and activated campuses that:

	provide unique experiences to students and staff, reflective of the campus’ own character and purpose
	facilitate the desired co-location of academic activities to grow and support synergies with industry, aligned to state priorities.


                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            Where will graduation ceremonies be held?    
                                            


                                            The future Council of the new Adelaide University will decide on the locations of graduation ceremonies, noting there are a range of venue options available, including Bonython and Pridham Halls.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            How will research be conducted? 
                                            


                                            Our ambition for the new Adelaide University will be to deliver future making research of scale and focus that can drive innovation and knowledge-based transformation for South Australia and beyond.

The University of South Australia and the University of Adelaide will progressively harmonise and join resources to become a global research powerhouse, centred on signature sector-focused research thematics and multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary research that creates positive social and economic impacts.

Our future research strategy will be designed in collaboration with our research community.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            

    
        
            
                
                        	
                                        
                                            What does the creation of a new /Adelaide University/ mean for staff? 
                                            









                                            During the transition and integration period (2023-25), we will continue to focus on delivering quality teaching and learning, research and engagement with our communities.

To provide certainty to our staff, the Vice Chancellors have secured a commitment from both University Councils that no staff member will be made compulsorily redundant or will be compulsorily retrenched as a consequence of establishing the new Adelaide University. This will be effective from the passing of the Councils’ resolutions and for the first 18 months post commencement of operations of the new university. This commitment is outlined in the Statement of Intent. Our focus will be on fulfilling our stated ambition for the new Adelaide University and to grow the workforce in line with educational and research success.

The two universities will continue detailed transition planning and implementation, including opportunities to help co-create and design core elements of the new institution.

We recognise the importance of work processes, systems and resources to the future success of the new university and will be working quickly to establish approaches and structures to establish these in parallel with existing operations.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What will the new university structure be?
                                            


                                            The organisational structure of the new university will be determined through detailed planning and informed by the co-creation activities progressed with staff and students from both universities. The universities are committed to open communication and providing all necessary support to staff during the transition stage.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What happens to current Enterprise Agreements?
                                            


                                            The universities have each independently negotiated new Enterprise Agreements, which will continue to govern staff employment terms and conditions until a new Enterprise Agreement is negotiated covering the staff of the new Adelaide University.

The universities will continue to comply with their respective obligations under their Enterprise Agreements and are committed to open and constructive communication and collaboration with staff members and union representatives throughout the transition to the new Adelaide University across a range of forums for engagement.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            

    
        
            
                
                        	
                                        
                                            What alumni community would graduates belong to? 
                                            









                                            Alumni are likely to identify with the institution they attended as a student, while recognising that universities change and evolve over time. For example, Roseworthy Agricultural College became a part of the University of Adelaide and the SAIT and SACAE gave rise to the University of South Australia in years past.

It is the intent that all registered alumni of the two existing universities will join the new Adelaide University alumni community.

Graduates of the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia will, subject to legal and regulatory approvals, also be taken to be graduates of the new Adelaide University. This will enable them to reference their qualification from the University of Adelaide or the University of South Australia and/or the new Adelaide University – the choice will be theirs.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What will happen to bequests?
                                            


                                            The universities are incredibly thankful to those individuals who have chosen to leave a gift to their university of choice. Through the passing of new state legislation, a provision has been made for honouring and transferring bequests made to the antecedent institutions.

The new Adelaide University will be required to apply the bequest to the purpose for which it was intended and accepted; that is, the purposes for which the gifts were granted will remain intact and in keeping with the wishes of donors.

There is precedent for this – when the amalgamations of South Australian education institutions occurred in the 1990s to create the University of South Australia, deeds of gift and testamentary dispositions referring to the former institutions were specifically referenced in the relevant statutes as automatically transferring to the new institution.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                                    	
                                        
                                            What will happen to donations or endowments?
                                            


                                            The universities are sincerely grateful for the support and generosity of donors. Through the passing of new state legislation, a provision has been made for honouring and transferring gifts made to the antecedent institutions. This applied to gifts received in the past or endowed, as well as gifts which have been pledged but not yet completely fulfilled.

Adelaide University will be required to apply the gift or endowment to the purpose for which it was intended and accepted, and in keeping with the wishes of donors. It is intended for the new Adelaide University to have Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) status, and the tax status of any gift is not expected to be affected.

                                            
                                        

                                    
                        
                

            
    



                        
                    
            

    







   
    
        
            
                Public FAQs correct at March 2024

                
            

        

    


    




   
    
        
            
                Got a question?

We want to hear from you. If you have any feedback or would like to ask a question about the new Adelaide University, fill out the enquiry form below.

If you are planning to study at the University of South Australia in 2024 or 2025 contact unisa.edu.au/enquire for help.

If you are planning to study at the University of Adelaide in 2024 or 2025 contact future.ask.adelaide.edu.au for help.

                



    Cookies are required to submit this form

    Please visit our cookie information page




    

            

                

                
                

                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                

                


                
                    
                    
                        

                        
                        
    First name
    

    
    


    Last name
    

    
    


    Select your university
    -- Select an option --
University of South Australia
University of Adelaide
Both universities
None


    


    Select your group
    -- Select an option --
Student (current or future)
Staff
Alumni
Donor
University partner
Industry partner
Community member
Other


    


    
    

    
    


    Email address*
    

    
    


    Your message
    
    





Submit



                    

                    
                

                

                
        

        

    
        
            
                Thank you

                
Thank you for your enquiry. As we embark on this significant undertaking, we will continue to provide you with updates. We will be taking this transition period one step at a time and there will also be further opportunities for engagement and co-creation. In the meantime, we will respond to your request where we can and as appropriate. We appreciate you taking the time to share.

            

            
                







   
    
        
            
                Co-creating a new Adelaide University

                

    
        
            
                Co-creation is at the heart of our transition. Together, with our university communities, we will shape and design core elements of the proposed new university for the future in our state.

                
            

            
                Learn more
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                We respectfully acknowledge the Kaurna, Boandik and Barngarla First Nations Peoples and their Elders past and present, who are the First Nations’ Traditional Owners of the lands that are now home to our combined campuses located in Adelaide, Waite, Roseworthy, Mount Gambier and Whyalla.
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                    Contact us

                

            

            
                
                    Australian students

                    
                        Phone:  +61 8 8302 2376

                        Enquiry:  unisa.edu.au/enquiry

                    

                

                
                    International students

                    
                        Phone:  +61 8 9627 4854

                        Enquiry:  unisa.edu.au/enquiry 

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    For further information please visit unisa.edu.au/study

                    Information correct at the time of publication. CRICOS provider number 00121B.
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